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Abstract. Article describes numerical simulations of an air flow in radial compressor stages in the NUMECA
CFD software. Four different radial compressor stages were solved in this article. During the tasks evaluating
the stepped and straight impeller seals and technological holes influence on working characteristics and the
flow field was observed. Also the CFD results comparison with results from the empiric design tool is
described.
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technological hole in impeller blades was evaluated at
stages RTK 02 and RTK 04.
2.1 RTK 01 stage
This stage is specific for the presence of an axial
guidance device with regulatory blades in the compressor
intake. Guidance device is used to ensure the proper
impeller blades leading angle and to reduce compressor
losses. In this case, simulations were solved only for one
guidance blades location, when blades were located in the
default position 0°.
The RTK 01 stage simulation was also done only for
7 460 rpm of the impeller, what corresponds to the
relative small mass flow coefficient and the stage
pressure ratio.

n = 7 460 rpm

2 Computed compressor stages
Results obtained from numerical simulations of following
radial compressor stages will be presented in this article.
We solved four different stages and they are marked from
RTK 01 to RTK 04 due to clear arrangement. These
stages are different in the blade number and type in
corresponding areas of compressor channel, in the
compressor channel shape or in working parameters. aThe
seals presence influence on working parameters was
evaluated at all computed stages and the influence of the
a
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Figure 1. The RTK 01 stage model.
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2.2 RTK 02 stage
The compressor stage RTK 02 is thee stage with the
vaneless diffuser and without the axial guidance device.
The stage model is atypical with the raadial inlet, which
substitutes return channel of previous stage in limited
size. Impeller blades are 3D shapedd and there are
technological holes located at the impelller blades edge in
the crossing between the blade and the cover disc.
Stage simulations were solved agaain only for one
revolutions of the impeller - 13 568 rpm. This stage
works with relative big mass flow coefficient and
pressure ratio.
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Figure 3. The RTK 04 stage model.

3 Impeller seals influe
ence
Figure 2. The RTK 02 stage model.

2.3 RTK 03 stage
the stage RTK 02.
The RTK 03 stage is very simmilar to th
RTK 03 is the modified variant of the sttage RTK 02 with
the narrower channel. Due to this the stage works with
lower mass flow coefficients and rreaches different
pressure ratio values.
Basic construction parameters of thhe stage RTK 02
were kept - the number and the typpe of blades and
operational revolutions.
2.4 RTK 04 stage
The same as stages RTK 02 and RTK 003 the stage RTK
04 has radial inlet into the stage model.. The stage works
with similar pressure ratio and mass flow
w coefficients like
the RTK 01 stage, but has several diffuseer blades.
RTK 04 stage is also different froom previous ones
because it has 2D shaped impeller bladdes and there are
technological holes located approximateely in the middle
of the blades height. Working chaaracteristics were
investigated for two operational impelller revolutions 7 476 and 15 699 rpm.

Compressor stages numericall simulations with impeller
seals had the task to reveal thee seals influence on working
characteristics of whole stagges. Seals presence in the
model is shown mainly like thhe impeller friction loss and
loss by seals, where the am
mount of the heated and
returning gas through steppped and straight seal is
important. The losses preseence consequence is the
decreasing of the stages efficieency and the pressure ratio.
3.1 Geometry and mesh creation
The computational grid was created in the NUMECA
TurboGrid software. The gridd consists only of hexaedral
cells and is block structured beecause of the computational
time reduction.
As a base for computationnal grid creation the blades
geometry, border curves of tthe stage channel and the
impeller seals geometry are rrequired from the complete
3D CAD stage model. This sttep was done in the ANSA
software. ANSA is the suitabble tool for the work with
general surfaces and curves. F
For these and other benefits
ANSA is being used in thee automotive industry for
creating and modifying of very complex geometry
models. For the creation of the channel grid only one
blade from each row is neededd.
After import of the prepared geometry into
NUMECA/AutoGrid environnment the definition of
border curves is required. IIt means assigning certain
curves to the hub and the shrooud of the channel. Similar
process is used for the definittion of blades. After setting
up of several parameters like the number of blades and
the number of grid elements generating of the block
structured computational grid iis possible.
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For the obtaining of undistorted resuults is necessary to
keep the grid fine enough and also is nnecessary to keep
certain grid cell properties, which aare orthogonality
(> 20), expansion factor (< 3) or aspect rratio (< 3000).

3.2 Efficiency and pressurre ratio characteristics
As was mentioned the ooperational range of the
compressor stage is defined itts characteristics, where the
most important parameters arre values of the efficiency
and the pressure ratio dependiing on the mass flow of the
pressurized gas through the staage. In following graphs are
shown working characteristtics of simulated stages
depending on the mass flow cooefficient.


     



 

 


Figure 4. The detail of the impeller blades grrid.










   




 

     



 



 

Figure 6. The RTK 01 stage efficciency - 7 460 rpm.



    

Base computational grids of all variaants without seals
consisted approximately of 3 000 000 heexaedral cells and
variants with seals consisted approximaately of 5 000 000
cells. The grid structure in the channeel area is in both
variants (with and without seals) identiccal because of the
best possible results comparison. Thannks to very small
height of cells at the walls (0.005 mm) it was possible to
reach maximal y+ around 10 in all solved computations.
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Figure 7. The RTK 01 stage presssure ratio - 7 460 rpm.



Figure 5. The detail of the stepped seals gridd.

All stages were modeled with thhe pressure inlet
boundary condition on the stage inlet an
and the mass flow
outlet boundary condition on the outlet from the return
channel. The boundary between specific functional model
areas are defined as the mixing plane intterface. Thanks to
that we were able to reduce the numberr of blades to one
in the each compressor stage area.
Pressurized medium is in our ccase air - ideal
compressible gas. The SST k-ω turbuulence model was
used and cases were computed stationaryy.
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Figure 8. The RTK 02 stage efficciency - 13 568 rpm.
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Figure 10. The RTK 03 stage efficiency - 13 568 rpm.
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Figure 12. The RTK 04 stage efficiency - 7 476 rpm.











 

 

 

     

Figure 15. The RTK 04 stage pressure ratio - 15 699 rpm.
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Figure 11. The RTK 03 stage pressure ratio - 13 568 rpm.





 




    



Figure 14. The RTK 04 stage efficiency - 15 699 rpm.






Figure 13. The RTK 04 stage pressure ratio - 7 476 rpm.
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Figure 9. The RTK 02 stage pressure ratio - 13 568 rpm.

 



 

From shown characteristics is obvious that the
efficiency decrease is approximately 2 % at the most
solved stages and it is in accordance with the pressure
ratio decrease. The exception is the stage RTK 04, where
efficiency and pressure ratio decrease is bigger. The
efficiency decrease is between 4 to 5 % in both solved
regimes with different revolutions, which is interesting
because the stage RTK 04 has similar design, revolutions
and working parameters as the stage RTK 01, where the
efficiency decrease caused by presence of seals isn’t so
big.
In the area of the seals design these stages differs in
the number of straight seal edges in certain domains. For
now the question is if the big efficiency decrease is
caused by the different seals design or different loss in
the diffuser. The research of the stage RTK 04 is still
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running in order to find out what causes the decrease of
working parameters.
3.3 Mass flow through impeller seals























   




 
























     

 



 















   

 

     





Figure 19. Mass flow in straight seal - RTK 02, 13 568 rpm.

  



 

   

     

     

  

Seals losses are dependent on the amount of the pressured
gas, which flows through seals back against the direction
of the main flow in the channel. For the correct design of
the seals edges shape and their number is required to
know amount of gas, which flows through seals. In the
following graphs is shown the comparison of mass flow
values obtained from CFD simulations in NUMECA and
values from the 1D empiric design tool (KSTK).
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Figure 20. Mass flow in stepped seal - RTK 03, 13 568 rpm.

       

       

Figure 16. Mass flow in stepped seal - RTK 01, 7 460 rpm.





















   



 

     



 

  




   































     



















   

     





Figure 21. Mass flow in straight seal - RTK 03, 13 568 rpm.

     

  
     





   

 



 









Figure 17. Mass flow in straight seal - RTK 01, 7 460 rpm.





 


 



 

     

Figure 22. Mass flow in stepped seal - RTK 04, 7 476 rpm.

Figure 18. Mass flow in stepped seal - RTK 02, 13 568 rpm.
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cases. The hole in impeller blades is in this case the
technological blades modificaation used during welding
manufacturing. Welded impeellers consist of cover and
carrier disc and their connectiion is made in the specific
impeller blades height. So tthe hole is created during
impeller assembling and it is the prevention from the
local tension concentration.





















   

 



 

     

     

  

Figure 23. Mass flow in straight seal - RTK 04, 7 476 rpm.




 














   

Figure 26. The technological holee in the impeller blade.


 




 



In the figure 26 the exampple of the technological hole
design is shown (RTK 04). The technological hole is
located approximately in the m
middle of the blade height in
this case but the hole can be loocated at the blades edge in
the crossing between the bladee and the cover disc too.
In this context there is a question how significant
influence has this technologiccal hole on the compressor
stage efficiency and the ppressure ratio. The basic
assumption is that the efficieency and the pressure ratio
should decrease due to the flow
wing of some amount of the
pressurized gas from the presssure side to the suction side
of impeller blades what is followed by the certain
influencing of the flow field beetween impeller blades.
If it turns out that thee influencing of working
characteristics is large it shoulld be considered during the
compressor stage design.

     

       

Figure 24. Mass flow in stepped seal - RTK 04, 15 699 rpm.



 






 











   


 




 



     

Figure 25. Mass flow in straight seal - RTK 04, 15 699 rpm.

After evaluation of the mass flow ggoing through the
seals from numerical simulations in NUMECA it is
obvious that mass flow in the stepped seeals area is bigger
than the mass flow determined by the KSTK tool at all
solved stages. In comparison with straigght seals, there is
different situation. Values obtained from
m the KSTK tool
are very near to results from NUMECA simulations.
During evaluation of the RTK 04 staage was found out
that when the compressor stage was runnning with higher
revolutions (15 699 rpm) and in the area of the low
pressure ratio, the mass flow in strraight seals was
approximately zero or with the negative direction.

4 Technological hole influenc
ce
Impellers can be manufactured by severral ways. In order
to achieve the most accurate impeller dim
mensions and fine
surface quality can be used electric disccharge machining,
but this method is very expensivve therefore the
combination of milling and welding is bbeing used in most

4.1 The mesh of the techn
nological hole
The technological hole grid crreation is more complicated
and difficult than the creationn of the main channel mesh
because the manual work is required. In the AutoGrid
environment it is possible to create technological holes
automatically but this tool is ddetermined to turbine stages.
Due to the block structured ggrid which NUMECA uses
the inserting of technological hole grid blocks and their
connection definition with the main channel is required.
There are two ways to connnect the hole mesh to the
main one. Both methods havee the same principle of the
connection but the connecttion location is different.
Connection of the hole m
mesh is provided by the
„interface“ boundary conditionn in both cases. In the first
way the „interface“ is used on the pressure and the
suction side of the impeller blaade. Benefits of this method
are in the easy geometry and m
mesh preparation and in the
insignificant intervention to thhe main channel mesh. The
main disadvantage can be thee big difference of the cell
density in the area of the conneection.
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influence great and variable but in the case of 2D shaped
impeller blades of the RTK 04 the influence on the
working characteristics is very small and constant.




    

In the second method of the mesh connection
„interface“ boundary conditions were moved to the
greater distance from the technological hole area. The
main benefit is the precise hole edge definition in the
model but there are large interventions to the main stage
mesh which increase the amount of work involved and
the is also local higher cell density around the
technological hole area.
Both ways of the mesh creation were tested on
numerical simulations of the compressor stage RTK 04.
The stage efficiency and pressure ratio decrease was
important to us. Simulations were done on geometric
variants with and without the technological hole.
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Figure 27. The RTK 04 stage efficiency - 7 476 rpm.
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Figure 30. The RTK 02 stage efficiency - 13 568 rpm.





  





   





  

     









  

   

Figure 29. The RTK 02 stage efficiency - 13 568 rpm.



    

    



 





     

Figure 28. The RTK 04 stage pressure ratio - 7 476 rpm.
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Figure 31. The RTK 04 stage efficiency - 15 699 rpm.




      

In figures 27 and 28 are shown efficiency and
pressure ratio characteristics depending on the RTK 04
stage mass flow coefficient for 7 476 rpm. From results it
is obvious that the technological hole influence on stage
working characteristics is in this case insignificant.
Moreover it is shown that the hole mesh design influence
is the same for both methods. Also small decrease of
values due to local higher cell density is presented. The
same differences depending on the mesh design were
found in simulations with 15 699 rpm.





 


 
 
 


 
 
 





 

 


4.2 Working characteristics
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Following characteristics of stages RTK 02 and RTK 04
show the impeller blades technological hole influence.
On the first sight it is obvious that in the case of 3D
shaped impeller blades of the RTK 02 stage is the hole












   

 

     

 

Figure 32. The RTK 04 stage efficiency - 15 699 rpm.
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5 Conclusions
From results follows that the RTK 02 and RTK 04
stages with technological holes behavior is totally
different. Presence of the hole in the RTK 02 stage has
great impact on working characteristics depending on
actual the mass flow. When the mass flow rises the
technological hole influence rises too and the efficiency
decrease is up to 12%.
On the other hand the RTK 04 stage behavior is stable
and consistent in all characteristics working points and
the efficiency decrease is up to 1% in whole operating
range. For the better evaluation of the situation in
compressor stages streamlines from technological holes
were drawn.

In this article was mainly investigated the influence of
impeller seals and technological holes presence. It was
found out that both design features have insignificant
influence on the stage behavior and it is important to
know their functional rules.
In the case of stepped and straight impeller seals is the
influence on working characteristics more or less
constant in all working points, but still the design of some
stages has deficiencies which can cause unexpected
results.
The situation with the technological holes design is
similar. This area of interest is relatively unexplored and
numerical simulations show that the inappropriate design
of technological hole dimensions, location or orientation
can cause the dramatically working parameters decrease
in some specific situations.
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